BharatConnect
On Ground narrative from the real India

India - Restaurants

I Will Survive – Defying The Market Share
Gain Hypothesis
COVID boons and banes: Both a boon and a
bane, COVID has transformed the F&B
Industry and the customer behavior. How
many of the restaurants will eventually
survive? Will Unit economics for food
aggregators improve? How are the QSRs
adapting to this new reality?
Survival tactics: Do smaller restaurants really
have a chance to survive? What is currently
driving Dine-Ins and how are the current
occupancy rates?
Open road for food aggregators and QSR:
What can break the Food Aggregators and
QSR narrative? what are the key challenges
and is consensus right in estimation of their
future?
Companies in focus: Jubilant Foodworks
Limited; Westlife Development Limited, Yum
Brands (Pizza Hut), Info Edge (India) Limited
(Zomato), Swiggy

With Bharat Connect, our objective is to bring to
our readers on-ground insights based on
interactions across key channels located in tier 2
and tier 3 locations which we refer to as "Bharat".
We anticipate Bharat to be India’s next growth
engine and hence, the focus of our checks.
Ranging from a Street food vendor expanding in
COVID, to ex-chefs running home kitchens, to large
restauranters and bar owners running local chains
or representing local associations. For this Bharat
Connect, we interact with owners of various sizes,
and professionals from the Industry to understand
how and what is changing seeking answers some
of the key questions with an objective to
understand the changing dynamics of this largely
fragmented Industry.
Our takeaways are based on interactions with
participants based out of Tier 1 and Tier 2
locations consisting of Mumbai, Pune, Bangalore,
Hyderabad, Indore, Delhi NCR, Vadodara, Chennai,
Dimapur and Guwahati.
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About Iii
India independent Insights (Iii), Iii is a collaborative effort of SEBI registered and regulated Analyst Nitin
Mangal (SEBI Reg. INH 000004723), and SEBI registered & regulated Advisor Pranav Bhavsar (SEBI Reg.
INA 000011510).
We at Iii, aim to bring truly independent insights on Indian Equities. Our research process is a
combination of a deep dive on accounting and governance, an area typically avoided by traditional sellside research. We also when required, use on-ground primary research for re-validation of our own
hypothesis or growth promises typically made to institutional investors. Independence is the core of our
research which often means no management Interaction before or after the publication of the research
report.
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Disclaimer
This report is prepared by Research Analyst Nitin Mangal (SEBI Registration no. INH000004723) & Investment Advisor Pranav
Bhavsar (SEBI Registration no. INA0000011510). Nitin Mangal (“Nitin”) is registered with SEBI as Research Analyst with
Registration No. INH000004723. Pranav Bhavsar (“Pranav”) is registered with SEBI as investment advisor with Registration
No. INA0000011510. The focus of Nitin & Pranav is to provide research advice to the clients. Nitin & Pranav aligns its interests
with those of the client and seeks to provide the best suited analysis. Nitin & Pranav is not involved in any other business
activities which are in conflict to its research activities. There are no material conflict of interest at the time of public
appearance, it would be communicated to the clients as and when arise.
No action has been taken against Nitin & Pranav or Firm as a Research Analyst or investment advisors by any regulator. Nitin
& Pranav or its associates have not received any compensation from the subject company in the past twelve months. Research
Analyst or its associates have not managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company in the past
twelve months. Nitin & Pranav or its associates have not received any compensation for investment banking or merchant
banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the past twelve months, Nitin & Pranav or its associates have not
received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage
services from the subject company in the past twelve months. Nitin & Pranav or its associates have not received any
compensation or other benefits from the Subject Company or third party in connection with the research report. The subject
company was not a client of Nitin & Pranav during twelve months preceding the date of distribution of the research report
and the types of services provided. Nitin & Pranav has not served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company.
Research analyst or research entity has not been engaged in market making activity for the subject company;
The information contained in this report has been obtained from sources believed reliable however the accuracy and/or
completeness of the information is not guaranteed by Nitin & Pranav, nor does Nitin & Pranav assume any responsibility or
liability whatsoever. All opinions expressed are subject to change without notification. This report is for information purposes
only and does not constitute and should in no way be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned
herein. The intention of this report is to provide a forthright discussion of business, accounting and financial reporting issues,
as well as generally accepted accounting principles and the limits of their usefulness to investors. As such, please do not infer
from this report that the accounting policies of any company mentioned herein are not allowed within the broad range of
generally accepted accounting principles, or that the policies employed by that company were not approved by its auditor(s).
This report may not be reproduced in whole or in part without the express prior written consent of Nitin & Pranav.
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